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Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/fin-o
ps/organization-administration/tasks/users-receive-workflow-rel
ated-email-messages

NEW QUESTION: 2
The cloud administrator for a public cloud service provider
must create a cost model to match the company offerings. The
provider has these three different flat rates for VMs that are
offered to their customers:
1 CPU and 4 GB of RAM
2 CPU and 8 GB of RAM
4 CPU and 16 GB of RAM
Which cost model should the administrator select within Cisco
UCS Director?
A. Advanced
B. Standard
C. Resource Allocation
D. Fixed
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technician is configuring a high-performance workstation. The
technician needs to choose storage for the boot drive with the
highest performance possible. Which of the following drive
types BEST meets this requirement?
A. MicroSD
B. 15K rpm
C. USB flash
D. NVMe
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement about LSP ping is true?
A. A successful LSP ping validates reachability to the
destination along the MPLS data plane
B. If an IP ping exceeds, than an LSP ping succeed if MPLS is
enabled along the path
C. A successful LSP ping ensures that the echo-reply are labled
D. LSP ping access ICMP packets
Answer: A
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